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Executive Summary 

Relation to work package and the project 

❖ The Trompa project aims to disseminate the project outcomes to 5 main target groups:              

music scholars, choir singers, instrumental players, music enthusiasts, content owners 

❖ The website and blog deliverable is part of WP7 - Dissemination and exploitation 

❖ The website and blog are an important tool in the dissemination to music scholars, music               

professionals, non-professionals, the R&D community and the industry 

❖ In order to ensure an effective exploitation of the project, a useful website and blog are                

important to achieve this goal 

 

Definition and scope 

❖ Create a website with public information about the project and its evolution 

❖ The website will include a blog  

❖ The project web portal will make the project’s progress and outcomes visible to the public 

❖ The portal is easily accessible and useful to the various different audiences for TROMPA 

❖ The website contains a multilingual option 

❖ The website is set up in a way all partners can actively contribute to the news feed 

❖ The website is currently not used as an internal repository for project documentation and              

information because there is another repository in place which is used instead 

 

Relation with other documents and other work packages 

❖ The website and blog are an important part of the overall project exploitation, outreach and               

communication with the public 

❖ The website and blog will help to create awareness for the project 

❖ The website and blog will help collect feedback from users and the crowd 

❖ The website and blog will promote the embracement of Trompa outcomes 

❖ The website aims to coordinate dissemination and communication with relevant audience           

segments 

❖ The website aims to identify commercial exploitation directions for Trompa outcomes in            

various segments of the Digital Content Market  
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1. Background 

1.1 Relation to work package and the project 

This document is a description of the website and blog deliverable which is part of work package 7                  

(WP7)  ‘Dissemination and exploitation’ within the Trompa project.  

This work package focuses on creating awareness, getting feedback, and ultimately promoting            

the embracement of TROMPA outcomes. The website and blog are an important tool in the               

dissemination to music scholars, music professionals, non-professionals, the R&D community and           

the industry. The Trompa project aims to disseminate the project outcomes to 5 main target groups:                

music scholars, choir singers, instrumental players, music enthusiasts, content owners. In order to             

ensure an effective exploitation of the project, a useful website and blog are important to achieve                

this goal. This deliverable D7.1 is the first one delivering on the following WP7 tasks:  

Task 7.1: Dissemination to music scholars - This task aims to exploit extensive contacts with music                

scholars as well as professional musicologists as already done through earlier projects. 

Task 7.2: Dissemination to music professionals - By organising workshops with orchestra members,             

talking about their needs and wishes, awareness of the project is achieved. 

Task 7.3: Dissemination to non-professionals - the goal is to address general concert audience and               

non-professional choirs, and present pilot projects and results. 

Task 7.4: Dissemination to the R&D community - The academic partners will take part in               

dissemination to the industry and research community through publication of results in high impact              

conferences and journals, academic workshops, showcases, specially-organised conference sessions         

in the frame of Concert Festivals, and promotional articles in the trade press. 

Task 7.5: Dissemination to industry - The technological solutions in TROMPA can be relevant to               

industries from different sectors such as musical software, interactive apps, video-games and            

e-learning. Dissemination to industry will mainly take place in trade shows and specific events with               

music professionals like Classical:NEXT and SXSW. 

The next deliverable, D7.2, will outline the cumulative progress on these tasks in the first year,                

and offer an outlook on planned progress in the next year, covering the different stakeholders. It will                 

also include progress achieved on Task 7.6 - exploitation and the exploration of commercial              

opportunities. 

 

1.2 Definition and scope 

The scope is to create a website with public information about the project and its evolution,                

including a blog for news updates. The project web portal makes the project’s progress and               

outcomes visible to the public. 

The portal is easily accessible and useful to the various different audiences for TROMPA, and               

includes a multilingual option. 

The website is to be updated actively by the partners in the Trompa consortium, therefore the                

site is set up in a way all partners can actively contribute to the news feed. 

For the time being, the website will not be used as an internal project repository because there is                  

an alternative repository in place as indicated in D8.1 Project Handbook deliverable. After the next               
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project meeting there will be an evaluation to see if this is the most workable situation. If needed,                  

the project website can be updated and used as an internal project repository also. 

 

1.3 Relation with other documents and other work packages 

The website and blog are an important part of the overall project exploitation, outreach and               

communication with the public. It will help create awareness for the project and to collect feedback                

from users and the public. Outcomes of the Trompa project will be promoted through the website                

and blog. The website and blog are an important tool for coordinating the dissemination and               

communication with relevant audience segments. Another aim of the website is to identify             

commercial exploitation directions for Trompa outcomes in various segments of the Digital Content             

Market. 

2. Logo 
The logo for the Trompa project has been chosen by the Trompa consortium. The logo has been                 

designed by Videodock and represents the ideas behind the Trompa project in an abstract and               

modern way. Depending on where the logo is used, there are several variations illustrated in Figure                

2.1. 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Logo of the TROMPA project. 

 

 

3. Project website 

3.1 General  

The main aim of the Trompa project website is to inform the public of the background and status of                   

the project, to give insight into the research and publications, and to encourage the crowd to get                 

involved with the project.  
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3.1.1 Access 

The website is publically accessible on https://trompamusic.eu. Each of the partners within the             

consortium will get access to do updates on the website. Videodock will provide them with login                

details. 

3.1.2 Updates to  the website 

The responsible person for each of the use cases, and each WP leader will receive a personal login.                  

Each of these parties will be responsible to ensure that their section is up-to-date with the latest                 

news and information. 

The website needs to be updated at least 12 times per year. The consortium as a whole is                  

responsible for these updates. Videodock also plans to do (technical) website updates with regards              

to features and look ‘n feel twice a year during the project.  

At the time of this first release the website is only available in English. Over time (some of) the                   

content should be translated by the different partners in the consortium. 

3.1.3 Hosting and maintenance 

The site has been created by Videodock and is hosted by Amazon Web Services (Ireland). The site’s                 

core is based on Drupal v8. In case of any questions regarding technical maintenance, Videodock is                

the first point of contact for  the consortium. 

 

3.2 Site structure  

3.2.1 Homepage 

The homepage contains: 

❖ a menu bar 

❖ a slider with the 5 use cases of the Trompa project 

❖ a search function 

❖ a brief introduction to the project 

❖ an option to select a language (English, Spanish, Catalan, Dutch, German, French) 

❖ a highlighted bar with the logo’s of the partners in the consortium 

❖ a brief overview of each use case, including a description 

❖ a footer with social links, EU grant acknowledgement information, About section, recent            

publications, user account menu 
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3.2.2 About Trompa 

The ‘About Trompa’ section, accessible through the menu, contains information about the            

background and scope of the project.  

❖ Under ‘Partners’ all partners within the consortium are listed.  

❖ Under ‘Supported’ the other associated partners are listed. 
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3.2.3 News 

The blog with news articles is shown on the homepage or is separately accessible through the                

header in the menu: 

 

 

 

3.2.4 Use cases 

Each use case has its own dedicated page on the website, accessible through the menu or the                 

highlighted bar on the homepage: 

 

 

The latest news for each of the user groups can be updated on the dedicated page: 
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3.2.5 Research 

The Research section is split in the following sub-categories: 

● Themes 

○ Scanned score analysis 

○ Crowd annotation of cultural heritage collections 

○ Automatic performance and piece assessment 

○ Multimodal cross-linking 

○ Singing voice synthesis and score sonification 

○ Symbolic music description 

○ Multimodal music description 

● Results 

○ Deliverables 

○ Publications 
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3.2.6 Get involved 

The Get involved section is accessible through the header in the menu, the banner-slide on the                

homepage or through the reference in the middle section on the homepage. 
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3.2.7 Log-in page 

 

4. Conclusions 
This document presents the design of the TROMPA website. The current design is considered as a                

starting point, and will evolve during the project reflecting the developments on the different use               

cases and work packages.  
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